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Transportation Costs --------$16,000 one-way



 King Salmon/Naknek
41 devices tested w/46% initially rejected.

26 re-inspects attempted—62% failed and placed 
out-of-service.
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Dillingham
56 devices tested w/45% initially rejected.

41 re-inspects attempted –61% failed and placed 
out of service



 Largest of the over-registration errors

11.7 gallons short on every 100 gallons delivered.

300 gallon heating oil delivery = $200 extra cost to 
consumers.



 Largest of the  under-registration errors

4.7 gallons short on every 100 gallons delivered.

1000 gallon marine diesel delivery = $282 loss to 
vendor.



Meters that passed the initial inspection.
44% in favor of the consumer.

Meters that failed the initial inspection.
35% were in favor of the consumer. 
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 You will make someone upset.
 “worrisome inaccuracies in commercial 

meters”
 “after decades with no weights & measures 

enforcement presence”
 “official inspections are simply eliminated for 

lack of funding”




